
FAQs
Q: Is Perspectives like IMP?
A; Yes and no. It is like IMP in the sense that

students work in groups and there are
writing, reading, and discussion activities.
Unlike IMP, there are no tests or lengthy
portfolios, and Perspectives covers a wider
varietyofcontent includingthe history of
math and math in literature, as well as more
advanced math topics.

Q: Why is Perspectives unleveled? I'm
worried I won't be sufficiently challenged
in this course, or that it might be too
difficult for me.

A: This course is not leveled in order to offer
this unique math learning opportunity to a
wide variety ofstudents. Perspectives has
studentsfrom advanced, honors, standard,
and IMP levels. Activities are carefully
designed to offeraccess to all students, with
the opportunity to reach different levels of
challenge.

Q; How will this class look on my transcript
as I apply to colleges?

A: Many colleges like to see interdisciplinary
classes on your transcript! It really depends
on your transcript as a whole.

Q: Can I take this as my senior math credit?
A: Yes! You can take Perspectives as your only

math class, or take it in addition to another
math course, like AP Calculus.

Q: Will this be a good ending to my "high
school math career"?

A: Yes. Perspectives of a MathematicalMind is
an excellent culmination ofhigh school math
because you apply the skillsyou have
learned to other areas ofstudy, while acting
as a bridge to college math. It also offers a
preview of theways youloill likely interact
with mathematics as an adult.

WHAT TO EXPECT
in Perspectives

of a Mathematical Mind

Assignments like:
• read an article;

• watch a video;

• build a model;

• gather and analyze data;
• investigate unfamiliar math and

share your findings;
• lead a class discussion;

• find examples in the real world and
share them with the class;

• apply your knowledge to a real
problem and write-up your solution.

Assessments like:

• history research paper;
• literature movie poster;
• design a lesson for a freshman class;
• build a model of a fractal;

• write-up and present your solution
to an investigative math problem.

Experiences like:
• Guest speakers;
• Field trips;
• Working in cooperative groups;
• Having choice in assignments;
• Authentic math applications in the

real world.

A Unique Opportunity to Enroll
in a College-Style Course

No other high schools offer a course
like Perspectives of a Mathematical
Mind, however, many colleges offer
similar courses, such as:

Perspectives in Mathematics -
Barnard College/ Columbia College
Geometry of Nature - Yale
University

History of Mathematics - Yale
University

The Beauty ofNumbers - Williams
College

Number, Shape and Symmetry -
Princeton University

The Magic of Numbers - Princeton
University

Math Alive - Princeton University
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Students contemplate Josiah McElhiney's exhibit on
Infinity at the Institute ofContemporary Art.



PERSPECTIVES

of a Mathematical Mind

Topics ofstudy:

1 Histoiy of Mathematics

2 Non-Euclidean Geometry

3 Math in the Arts

4 Game Theory

5 Problem Solving

6 Number Theory

7 Math in Literature

8 Fractals

9 Independent Project

Students explore nature's spiral fractals.

TESTIMONIALS

Here's what students are saying about
Persnectives of a Mathematical Mind:

...consistently eye opening, engaging,
interesting, and challenging"

'7 appreciate the no-exam policy. I thinkit
forces us to have a deeper knowledge of

what we 're learning because we don't just
memorizefacts well enough to take a test

and then forget...""

"Taxicab geometry has taught me to be more
open-mindedabout math. Taxicab geometry got
me thinking more about real-life applications of
city planning. "

"The history unit helped me realize we must not
take theseformulasfor granted...and showed

the political struggle behind important
discoveries in math..."

"...Ijust lovepoetry...for thefirst time ever, I
was able to have a discussion in math class
about something that I really enjoy. "

"...I liked seeing what mathematicians have
to express other than numbers...and what

they love about math. It's easier to
understand what there is to gel excited

about when you hear itfrom someone who is
really passionate. "

"Theproblem solving unit had an impact on
me...because it gave me a chance to write a
paper connecting to my passionfor social

: justice... "

.everythingjust seems unique and refreshing" j

PERSPECTIVES

of a Mathematical

Mind

Students investigate .spherical geometry.

What is mathematics?

Where did it come from?

How is it used in the world today?
What inspires mathematicians?
Experience math in a way that

differs from any other math course
you've taken. Discover, explore,

investigate, and expand your views.

You will never think about

mathematics the same way again...


